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Q-SOLV™ CD4400™ CLEANER DEGREASER
Q-SOLV™ CD4400™ Cleaner Degreaser is specifically formulated to clean and remove petroleumbased contaminants from bare metals and existing finishes. It’s imperative to surface clean before and
after sanding, or sand, shot or soda blasting. Proper surface preparation and surface cleaning assure
primer and top coat adhesion to obtain long term corrosion resistance and overall coating durability.

APPLICATION:
1.

Safety:
Use only NIOSH approved respirators and personal protection equipment
recommended for the product used.
Always review the MSDS – Material Safety Data Sheets before use.

2.

Clean the area to be sanded with Q-SOLV™ 4400™ Cleaner Degreaser.
Aluminum, steel, galvanized steel and existing painted surfaces.
Always test existing painted surfaces to assure no lifting occurs.

3.
Prepare the surface as recommended by sanding or sand, shot or soda blasting.
Refer to Primer Data Sheets for surface application recommendations.

4.

5.

Completely wet the substrate with Q-SOLV™ 4400™ Cleaner Degreaser.
While still wet, using a separate dry cotton cloth, completely dry the surface
removing the dirty cleaner rotating the cloths often. This is referred to as the
“Wipe On, Wipe Off Method”. Always use clean cotton wiping cloths replacing
regularly. Never allow Q-SOLV™ 4400™ Cleaner Degreaser to evaporate on
the surface.
PRIMER /
TOP COAT
APPLICATION:

Apply primer and topcoat as recommended.
See primer and top coat Data Sheets for specific application recommendations.

Always test surface preparation, primer and topcoat compatibility to determine acceptability before any production run.
Disclaimer: Technical information and suggested uses are believed to be reliable by QH&F Ltd., but such information or
suggestions do not constitute a warranty. QH&F Ltd. has no control over the conditions under which the product is stored,
handled, used or applied. Buyers must determine for themselves the suitability of each product for their specific use.
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